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ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF A GENERALIZED
FOURIER-LAPLACE TRANSFORM

SUNG K.I KIM*

We are interested in the behavior for large real numbers e and 7) of
the integral

:JJ2(u) (~, 7) =1:'eie~<.x)-1J¢<.x)u(x)dx --

where if> and ¢ are smooth functions, and u belongs to one of function
spaces, distribution spaces or ultra-distribution spaces. The Fourier
Laplace transform of u is the special case if>(x) =¢(x) =x of the above
integral. We will call our integral :JJ2(u) a generalized Fourier-Laplace
transform of u.

1. Generalized Fourier Transform
First consider the integral

:J(u) (~) = f=ooeie~(.x)u(x)dx

for u in the space d of rapidly decreasing functions. Note that this
integral is absolutely convergent. Our transform F has the following
properties:

1) :J(iif>u) (~) d:J~~ (~), :J(iif>Pu) . dP:J~~ (~) .

2) :J(du/dx) (~) =-i~:J(if>'u)(~).

3) Let D denote the differential operator Du iif>'~X) ~: and let tD

denote its transpose tDu= i:x (q/(x»)' Then we have

:J (tDu) (~) =t;:J (u) (~), :J (p (tD) u (~» =p (~):J(u) (~)

where P is a polynomial.
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We will call our integral ~ a generalized Fourier transform of u.

THEOREM -1.1: Assume t/J belongs to -the space o~ 0/ slowly increasing
functions at infinity and It/>' (x) I>c>o for some c. Then our transform
~ defines a continuous linear map from d into d.

Proof. Properties 1) and 3) above imply that

~aDP~ (u) (~) = Jeiet/> (x) tDa [t/J (x) Pu (x) ]dx.

Since pEOM and 1t/>'I>c>O. tDa[t/J(x)Pu(x)] belongs to Sand hence

- (l+lxI 2)kltDa[t/J(x)Pu (x)] I
is uniformly bounded for all integer k~O.

By taking k=1.

l€,aDP~(u) (~) I:::::f (1+tX1 2) (1+ Ix1 2) ItDa[p(x)Pu(x)lldx

:::::C sup(1+ Ix1 2) ItDa[p (x)Pu (x)] I
which proves that for every a and for every p. €,aDPi}-(u) (~) is un
iformly bounded in R. hence uEd. On the other hand. the same in
equality shows that if {Uj} is a sequence converging to zero In d.· then
the sequence {~(Uj)} converges tozero in d. therefore ~ is a continuous
linear map.

. We have seen that the generalized Fourier transform ~ maps d into
d. This allows us to define. by duality. the generalized Fourier trims
form of tempered distributions. Let TEd'. Its generalized Fourier
transform ~ is the tempered distribution ~T defined by

<~(T). u>=<T.~(u». uEd.

Since ~ : d---+d is continuous. it follows· that ~ : d'---+d' is also contin
uous in the sense of the strong topology of d'.

THEOREM 1. 2. If u. v E d. we have

~(uv) 1 ~(u) *~(v).
v27rJe-tl(,)2/2dy

Proof. By theorem 1. 1 and 1. 2 and Fubini's theorem. we get

~ (uv) (€') = Jeietl(z)u (x) v (x)dx
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=feieql(x)v(x) { _ 1 fe-i7JqI(x)~(u) (7))d7)}dx
.v2nJe-qlCy)2/ 2dy

_ 1 f Ueiql(x)(e-7J)v(x)dx} ~(u) (7))d7)
.v2nJe-qlCY)2/2dy

-J 1 f;J(v) (O~~);J(u)(~)d~
.v21C e-qlCy)2/ 2dy

_f 1 (;J(u) ·;J(v)) (0) .
.v21C e-qlCy)2/2dy

2. Localization of ~12

There is a well known estimate (d. [2J, [6J): Suppose uECoco(R+)
and if/ (x) *0 on the support of u. Then ~(u) (~) =O(~-N) as ~__ oo for
every N>O.

Thus the asymptotic behavior of ~ (u) (~) is determined by these points
where if/ (x) =0. The following is a basic extension of the above result
to the generalized Fourier-Laplace transform. Also we can see that the
asymptotic behavior of ~.u.(u) (~, 7)) is determined by these points where
if/ (x) =0 or cjJ' (x) =0. In this section we assume cjJ (x) is a nonnegative
smooth function.

THEOREM 2.1. Let uECoOO(R+). Suppose that if/ and cjJ' are away from
zero on the support of u. Then I~.u.(u) (~, 7)) I :S;CI~+i7)I-N for every
N>O.

Proof. Let D denote the differential operator

D= i~if/ (x) !.-7Jc/J' (x) :x' and let tD denote its transpose tDu

=~( . 1 ). Then clearly DN (eieql(x)-7J<Pcx») =eieql(x)-7J<P(x)
dx z~tP' (x) -7)cjJ' (x)

for every N> 0, and integration by parts shows that

~.u.(u) (~) = Jei ceql(x)+i7J<P)X»u(x)dx

= JON (eieql(x)-7J<pcx»)u(x)dx

= (-1) NfeiWX)-7J¢(x)tDNu (x)dx.
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Since 11ft' (x) I>c>0 and 11" (x) I>c>0 on the support of u, we have

Itl)Nu(x) I ~C' IY~~~IIN for some fECoCO(R+). Here C' and f depends

on N, 1ft, l' and u. Thus

1~J!(u) (~, 1) I :S;CI~+i1)I-N. '

CoROLLARY 2.2. Under the same assumption as in the above theorem,

for I(~) = Jeiel1>(Z)u(x)dx, i/>(x) = 1ft (x) +i1'(x) we haVe

II(~) I :S;CI~I-N.
The above result can be extened in higher dimension n~ 2.

THEOREM 2.3. Suppose 171ft and 171' are away from zero in the ,support
of uECoCO(R+"). Then

1~J!(u) (~, 1) I~CI~+i1)I-N for every N~O.

Proof. For each point in the support of u, take a unit vector nand
a small ball B centered at that point so that en, J7)(jJ(x) ~c>O and
(n; 17) l'(x) ~c>O for xEB. Decompose the integral ~J!(u) (~, 1)"':'"

~Jeie9(Zhl¢(Z)ui (x) dx as a finite sum where each Uk is C~ and has

compact support in one of these b.alls. It suffices to prove the correspond
ing estimate for each of these integrals.. By choosing a coordinate
system Xl> ••• , Xz so that Xl lies along n, we have

~J! (u) (~, 1) = J (Jeieql(Zl' ...,Z,,)-7J¢(Zl' ..., z")Uk (Xl> "', x,,)dx})dx2' ••• , dx".

Since Q¢J(Xb ••• , x,,) (n, 17) 1ft (x) ~c>O and O¢(Xb "', x,,) = (n, P)1'(x)
ox} ox}

~ c>0, the inner integral is equal or less than c I~+i7J 1-N by theorem
2. 1, and hence our desired conclusion follows.

CoROLLARY 2.4. Iom~J!~~ (~, 1) Iand I;;m~J!~~ (~, 1) Iis bounded by

CI~+i1)I-N for every m and N.

1£ uE (R+) , then above results hold under the assumption 1ft and l'
are in OM because OM,ded.

REMARK. 1£ Ift=¢ alomost everywhere, ~J!(u) (~, 1) define a holomor
phic function on the upper half plane and conversely.
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REMARK.. The asymptotic behavior of the integral .12(u) (1)

=Je-n"b(X)u(x)dx has the same situation as iJ(u) (~).

THEOREM 2. 5. Let t/J and cjJ be smooth convex functions on [0, 00) with
t/J(O)=t/J'(O) =cjJ(O) =cjJ'(O) =0. Let uECoco(R). Then

liJ.12(u) (~, 1) I ::;;;¥[t/J-l(l! I~I) +cjJ-l(l!1))] for 1»0

where C depends only on the V-norm of u'.

Proof. By integration by parts, we have

a.12(u) (~, 1) = J~eiWX)-7J\P~;X)u(x)dx

= - J~[f:iWT)-7J\P(T)d'Z"Ju' (x)dx.

Thus it suffices to show that for any positive numbers a and b,

If:eie.p(X)-7J\P(X)dxl::;;; ~ [t/J-l(l/ I~I) +cjJ-1(1/ 11)1)].

For any e>0 such that t/J' (e) and cjJ' (e) are positive,

Jbeie.p(x) -7J\P(X)dx=f eie.p(x)-7J\P(x)dx +f eie.p(x) -7J\P(X)dx
a x<e Xf:e

=11+12•

Now clearly IIII <e for 1»0 and

1121 = ISb
1 d [eie.p(x)-7J¢(x)]dxl

• i~t/J' (x) -1jcjJ' (x) dx

[
eie.p(x) -7J\P(X) Jb Jb i~t/J" (x) -1)if;" (x) .

= I if;t/J' (x) -1)if;' (x) • - • [i~t/J' (x) -1jif;' (x) J2 e,e.p(x)-7JP(X)dx l

2 fb i~t/J" (x) -1)cjJ" (x)
~ li~t/J'(e)-1)cjJ'(e)1 + .' [i~t/J'(x)-1)cjJ'(x)J2Idx

1 1 fb. t/J" (x) fh cjJ" (x)
~ 1~1t/J'(e) + 1)cjJ'(e) + .1~1t/J'(x)2dx+ .1)cjJ(x)2

dx

< 2 + 2
-1~1t/J'(e) 1)cjJ'(e)

Choose e so that e<p'(e)<I~I-1 and ecjJ'(e)<1j-l. Then we have

IIh eie.p(x)-7J¢(xldxl <e+2[ 1 + 1 ]
a - 1~1t/J' (e) 1)cjJ' (e)

1[1 1 'J 2[ 1 + 1 ]~2 1~1t/J' (e) + 1)if;' (e) + I~lt/J' (e) 1jep' (e)
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~ ~ [ I~I~' (e) +w}(e) ]

~ ~ [0-1(!h-) +~-1( ~)]
where (J(x)=x¢l(x) and ~(x)=x1l(x). Since (J(x)?:.¢J(x) and dx)?:.
p(x) for any convex function if> and p, we have (J-1(X) ~if>-l(x) and
~-l(x) ~p-1(x) and thus the theorem is proved.

REMARK.. Above result is an extension of

l~u(~) I ~4C¢J-1(1/1~1)
where C is the same constant of our theorem [2J.

LEMMA 2.6. Let if> and p be convex with ¢J(O) =cP' (0) =p(O) =11 (0) =
O. Assume u(x) is in Co"" and u(x) =1 in a neighborhood of o. Then
for ~ large,

f:cos(~if>(x)) e-7J¢(Z)u (x) dx

>[ lk1(1/1O) 2C( 1 + 1 )]e-7J¢C9-1Cl/10
- yY '> - ~if>' (if> 1(1/~)) '1J1I (if> 1(1/~) .

Proof. For ~ large,

J:COB(~if>(X) )e-7J,p(x)u (x)dx

_JIfl-1
Ute)cos (t;if> (x) )e-7J¢Cx)dx+ f"" cos (t;¢J (x) )e-7J¢Cx)u (x)dx

o JrIu/e)

=11+120

Since cos (1) > ~ ,

and

112 1= If"" (IX cos(t;if>(t))e-7J¢(t)dt) u' (x)dx
rIo/e) rIo/e)

~C supfx cos (t;if>(t) )e-7J</Jwdt I
z ~9-IclIe)

~Csuplfx eie"'W-7J¢Wdtl
z ",-Io/e)

where C is the V-norm of u'.
But as in the proof of theorem 2. 5, we have
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LEMMA 2. 7. If in addition to the hypothesis of lemma 2. 6 we assume
if>" (x) is monotone increasing, then

J~sin (';if> (x» e-7J¢(z)u (x)dx~ ~ [rft-1(1/';)] -1 [';if>' (if>-1 (1/';» ]-2e-7J¢(!b-1

(lie».

Proof·

f~sin (';if>(x» e-7J¢(Z)u (x) dx

_ f"" e-7J¢(z)u(x) d (_ (.l..( »)
-J 0 ';if>' (x) dx 1 cos';o/ X dx

fql-IClfe) e-7J¢(z) d
~Jo ';if>'(x) dx (I-cos(';if>(x»)dx (for .; large)

1 SIP-IClfO [if>" (x) +1J¢' (x)if>' (x) ]e7l¢(z) _
~T 0 [if>' (x) e7J¢(z)] 2 [1 cos(';<fi(x»]dx

.; SIP-1(lie) [<fi" (x) +1J¢' (x)<fi' (x) ]<fi(x) 2
>- h- 2 0 if>' (x) 2e7J¢(Z)

.; flP-IClfO [if>'~x) +1J¢'(x)if>'(x) ]if>(x) 2

>- h- 2. 0 <fi' (x) 2e7J<P(z)

(since if/' (x) is monotone increasing)
.; 1

~2 <fi'(<fi 1(I/';»2e7J<p(qI l(lIV)

fq>-IClfe)[ <fi' (x) ]
X Jo if> 1(1/';) +1J¢' (x)if>' (x) <fi(x)2dx

.; 1 fql-l(lIe)

=2 <fi'(<fi 1(1/';»2e7J¢(,p l(lImif> 1(1/';) Jo <fi'(x)if>(x)2dx

~ ~ [<fi-1(1/';) ]-1 [';if>' (if>-1 (1/';» ]-2e-7I¢<qI-I(lIm.

By the above two lemmas, we obtain the following

THEOREM 2. 8. Let if> and ¢ be smooth convex functions on [0, 00) with
if> (0) =ql (0) =¢(0) =¢' (0) =0. For u E Co"", we assume u (x) = 1 in a
neighborhood of 0, and assume if>" (x) is monotone increasing, then

1.1J!(u) (';,1J) I ~C[if>-l(I/';) 1 ] e-7J¢ (qI-I (lie))
1J¢' (if> 1 (1/';) ,
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for some C>O.

Proof. Apply lemma 2.6 when [~!f(Ift-I(1/~))J-Iis less than a small
multiple of 1ft-1(1/~), and apply lemma 2.7 when it is greater than a
small multiple of 1ft-I (1/~) .

3. Asymptotic expansion of ;J'p'(u)

Now consider an expansion for integrals of the kind

;JJ2(u) (~, 1J) =JeieqS(X)-7l¢>(X)u (x)dx, uECooo,

where ¢J and 1; are real COO-functions.

We have seen that the behavior of ;JJ2(u) (~, 1J) is determined by those
points Xo where if! (xo) =0 or ifI (xo) =0. When ¢J and 1; have no critical
points on the support of u, ;JJ2(u) (~, 1J) is rapidly decreasing as ,=
t;+i1J~oo (d. Theorem 2.1). In the proof of theorem 2.1, we can see
that if ¢J (or 1;) is allowed to have critical points in the support of u,
then ;JJ2(u)(~, 1J) is rapidly decreasing as 1J~OO (or ~~oo).

Now rfI and 1;' are allowed to vanish in the support of u, but instead
one makes the hypothesis that ¢J" and 1;" do not vanish. This implies
that ¢J' (and ifI) is a diffeomorphism of an open neighborhood of any
critical point of ¢J (and 1;) onto an open neighborhQ9d of 0 and there
fore, such a critical point is necessarily isolated. Thus there are only
finitely many critical points of ¢J and 1; on the support of u.

We may decompose u into a sum UI+ ... +Un such that UjECOOO and
the support of Uj contains only one critical point of ¢J and 1;. We obtain
the asymptotic expansions of the integrals corresponding to each Uj and
add them up. We are thus reduced to the case where 1ft and 1; has only
one and the same critical point on the support of u, which we take to
be the origin. Thus, we may assume that the support of u is contained
in a neighborhood U of the origin as small as we wish.

Write ¢J(x) =¢J(O) +1ft"~O) x 2+O(x3) and cjJ(x) =cjJ(O) +cjJ"~O) x2+0(x3).

Set ¢J(x) =¢J(O) +1ft"~O) x 2 (1 +sqS(x)) and cjJ(x) =cjJ(O) +<P"~O) x2 (1+s¢(x))

where S9 and s¢ are O(x), and hence are less than 1 when x is saffici
ently close to o. Moreover ¢J' (x) :#:0, <P' (x) *0 when x*o but x [lies
in a sufficiently small neighborhood U of o. Let p(x) =x(l+sqS(x)) 1/2
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and q(x) =x(l+c¢(x» 1/2. Then the mapping x~p and x~qa re diffeo
morphisms of the neighborhood U of 0 to a neighborhood of 0 and of

course if/'iO) p2=t/J(x) -t/J(O) and ¢"iO) q2=¢(x) -if;(0).

Let us now fix U sufficiently small such that we may assume e</>(x) =

c¢(x) on U. Then we have

;JJl(u) (~, TJ) =eie</>cOhJ¢cO)fe-[¢"CO)7J-w'(O)eJP2/2u(x(p»1 d~~) IdP

where we have denoted by p~x(p) the inverse of the map x~p(x).

Note that d~~O) 0 and the Fourier transform of the function e-ap212

of pER where a*O; Re a~O is (21Cla)1/2e-t2/2a (d. [5J). In our
case a=if;' (O)TJ-it/J" (0). By Parseval's formula we have

~Jl(u)(~, TJ)

=eie</>(O)-7J¢(O) ( 21C ) 1/2(-L)fe- t2 12C¢" CO)-i</>" Co)e)v (t)dt
if;" (O)TJ-it/J" (O)~ 21C

where v(p) =u(x(p»1 d~~) I
=eie</>CO)-7J¢CO) ( 1 )1/2f: [2i(t/J" (O)~+iif;" (O)TJJ-j

21C[if;" (O)TJ-it/J" (O)~J j=O j!

·X ft2jV(t)dt

=eie</>(O)-7J¢CO) ( 21C )1/2
if;" (0) -it/J" (O)~

xf: [2i(t/J"(0)~:iif;"(0)TJJ-j D2jv(p) I =
j=O)! P 0

=eie</>(O)-7J¢(O)( 21C )1/2
if;" (0) TJ-it/J" (0) ~

X f: (2/)j D2ju(O) [t/J" (O)~+iif;" (O)TJJ-j.
j=O )!

Thus we have proved the following

THEOREM 3.1. Assume t/J' (0) =if;' (0) =0, t/J" (0) *0 and if; (0) >0. Then

;JJl( ) (E: ) -eie</>(O)-7J¢(O)( 21C )1/2
u ,>, TJ - if;" (O)TJ-itjJ" (O)~

Xf (2~(j D2ju(O) [(t/J" (O)~+iif;" (O)TJJ) -j.
;=0 ).

REMi\RK. (d: [3J) According to Laplace, the major contribution to
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the value of the integral ;JJl(u) (~, 7)) arises from the immediate vicinity
of those point of supp u at which eft(x) assumes its largest value. Assuming
eft has the only critical point at 0 with eft" (0) <0, by the Laplace's
result, we obtain

;JJl (u) (~, 7)) r-...Jeie.pCO)-'1<{1CO) ( 27Jeft~ (0) yl2u(O).

REMARK. (d. [3J) According to Stokes and Kelvin, the major contribu
tion to the value of the integral arises from the immediate vicinity of the
end points of supp u and from the vicinity of critical points of ¢J(x),
and in the first approximation the contribution of critical points is more
important than the contribution of the end points. Assuming ¢J has the
only critical point at 0 with </J" (0) >0, by the Kelvin's result, we obtain

~Jl(u) (~, 7))r-...J[ /;/:/(0) T/2eie.pcol-'1<{1CO)+i1t14u(0).

4. Tempered functions and tempered ilistributions

We denote by A(x) a function which satisfies the next conditions:
1) A(X) is a C"'-function on R
2) A(x) is strictly convex
3) A(x)feft(x) goes to 00 when Ixl tends to 00

4) For any integer k~1, there exist some constant Ck and integer
Nk with which we have

lACk) (x) I ::;:Ck (1+ Ix1 2)Nk for all x

where ACk) (x) denotes the k-th derivatives of A(x), i. e., A(x)
belongs to ()M the space of C'" functions slowly increasing at
infinity. Put

and
Ad' = {uECco leA(z)uEd'} .

For a convex eft(x), the dualfunctionA.p*(7))=(Aoeft-1)*(1J) of A(x)
with respect to eft(x) in the sense of Young is defined by A.p*(-7)) =
Max(-A(x)-7)eft(x)) (d. [4J). By definition e-ACz)-'1.p(z) belongs to

:c

SC()M. Thus for uEAd, we have e-'1<{1(z)u(x) Ed. Therefore we can
consider the generaliZed Fourier-Laplace transform of an element of Ad.

THEOREM 4.1. Let uEAd. Suppose ¢J' and eft' are away from zero on
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[0,00). Then for any integers N and m, there exists a constant CN,m
such that

and

lo,r.g./2 (u) (t;,1) I~CN,m It;+i1) I-Nexp A~* (-1)

Proof. Let D donote the differential operator D it;ifJ' (x) ~1J1/ (x) ix,

d l tD d' tD - d ( u(x) ) Fan et enote Its transpose u- dx it;ifJ' (x) -7J¢' (x)' or any

positive integers m and N, we have

o~m.gJ2 (u) (t;, 1) = S:eA(x)u (x) e-A(x) (iifJ (x» meieg,(x)-'!J¢(x)dx

= S:eA(x)u (x)e-A(x) (iifJ(x) )mDN (eieg,(x)-'1J~(x)dx

= (-1) NS:tDN[eA(X)U (x)e-A(x) (iifJ(x» m]ei~g,(x)-'!J¢(x)dx.

Using the Leibnitz fonnula, we have
ItDN[eA(x)u(x) (iifJ(x»me-A(x)] I ~C~,mlt;+i1)I-Nf(x)e-A(x)

for some fEd.
Thus

IOem.gJ2 (u) (t;,1) I :::;::CN,m 1t;+i1) I-Nexp A/ (-1) for some CN,m'

Similarly we can prove the other inequality.

Put AOM= {u IeA(x)u (x) EOM}. Since any element of OM is a multiplier
of d and e-A(x)-7J~(x) belongs to d, e-7J~(x)u(x) belongs to d for every u
in AOM' Thus we can consider the generalized Fourier-Laplace transfonn
of an element of AOM'

THEOREM 4.2. Let ifJ,1;EOM and let uEAOM • Suppose ifJ' and 1;' are
away from zero on [0, 00). Then for any integers N, m and any positive
e, there exists a constant CN, m,. such that

Ioem.gJ2 (u) (t;,1) I :::;::CN,m,.1 t;+i1) j-NexpA/ (-1)+e)

and

Io,rtfJ2 (u) (t;,1)) I~CN.m,.1 t;+i1) ,":'NexpA/ (-1)+e)

Proof. Since -there exists a constant C;",m such that
ItDN (eA(x)u(x) (iifJ (x»m[A(x) I~C;",mlt;+i1)I-Nf(x)e-A(x)
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for some fEOM, we have

I0em:;tJ2 (u) (~, 1) I= I (-1) NJ:tDN[eA(x)U (x) e-A(x) (i!fi (x} )mJeieqHx)-7j¢(x)dxl

:::;; C:V I~+i1) I-NJ:f(x) e-A(xhl¢(x)dx

:::;;C:V I~+i1)I-Nexp A/ (-1)+e) J:f(x)e-e¢(x)dx

=CN,m.el~+i1)I-NexpA¢*(-1)+e)

Similarly we can obtain the other inequality.

THEOREM 4.3. Let uEAd'. Suppose!fi and if; belong to OM' Then for
any positive e and integer rn, there exists an integer N and a constant
Ce,m such that

IOem3J2(u) (~, 1) I :::;;Ce,m (1 + 1~+i1) I) Nexp A¢*( -1)+e)

and

I07jm:;tJ2(u) (~, 1) I :::;;Ce,m(l+~+i1)I)NexpA¢*(-1)+e).

Proof. Since e-1J¢(x)-A(x) belongs to d, we have

oem:;t.f2(u) (~, 1) = d'<eA(x) u(x), (i!fi(x»me-A(xHiU.(x)-1J¢(x»d.

By definition, eA(x)u(x) lies in d', hence we have

eA(x)u(x) = d
N

[(l+x2)kj(x)J
dXN

for some bounded continuous function f.
Thus we have

IOem:;tJ2(u) (~, 1) I
dN .= Id,«l+x2)kj(x) , - dxN (i!fi(x»me-A(x)+.e¢(z)-7j¢(z»dl

= IJ(I+x2) Rj(x) d
N

(i!fi(x) )me-A<x)+ieifJ(x)-1J¢(z)dx I
dxN

:::;;C;... (l +I(/-i1) I)NJ (1+x2)kj(x)h (x)e-A(x)-1J¢(xHe¢(x)e-e¢(x)dx

(for some hex) EOM )

:::;;Ce,m(I+1~+i1)I)NexpA/( -1)+e)

The other inequality follows by the similar method.

5. (I)-tempered functions and (I)-tempered distributions

Let w(x) =w(lxl) be an increasing function on [0,00) with the
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following properties:
(a) O=w(O) ~w(x+y) ~w(x) +w(y)

(f3) J (1~-Y21)2 dx<oo

(r) w(x) ~a+b log(1+ Ixl) for some real a and positive b.

Let Q)CtJ,4> [d. 1J be the space of all u in £l such that u has compact
support with the seminorm

lIulIl=fl~(u) (~) lelCtJee)d';<oo

for all -<>0.

Theorem 5.11 Under pointwise multiplication,
for each ;(>0 we have

1
lIuvlb~ -----;;f,..---;9""(Y)'"--lIulbllvlb, u, v E Q)CtJ, 9'

V21C e- 2 dy

Proof. By theorem 1. 3, F(uv) =l F(u) *F(v) where
c

-f 9(')'c= V21C e--2-dy. Thus we have

lIuvlll=Jl~(uv) (.;) Ie4CtJee)d';

= ~SeMe)IJ~(u) (';-1j)~(v) (1j)d1jld';

~ ~ JelCtJe7J) {Je4CtJee - 7J) 1c'1(u) (';-1j) Id';} 1c'1(v) (1J) Id1j

=lllulbllvlll
c

THEOREM 5. 2. We have t Dau E Q)"" 1ft and the mapping u--'ttDau is

continuous on Q)",,4>'

Proof. Since c'1(tDau) =.;ac'1(u) (';), we get

WDaulb=JI.;a~(u) (.;) Ie4CtJee)d';

~ JIc'1(u) (';)e(l+alb)CtJ(e)d';

~cllul!Halb
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where b is the constant of condition (7).

REMARK. a(u*v)=a(u)a(v) holds if and only if ifJ(x)=ax for some
a.

We denote by d m,? (d. [lJ) the set of all functions u in £l with
the property (u and aUEC"o) for each a and each nonnegative nwnber
A we have

Pa,).(u) =sup eAm(x) IDau(x) 1<00
and

1Ca,). (u) =sup e).m(e) IDaa (u) (.;') 1<00,
The topology of d m,? is defined by semi-norms Pa,). and 1Ca.).. The
symmetry of the definition of d m,? implies a is a continuous automorph
ism of d m.", and applying (r) we get dm.",cd (if ifJ(x) =x, then d m,,,,=
d m, and if ifJ(x)=x,w(x) =log(l+ Ixl), then dm,?=d). Letd~.9 be
the topological dual of d m, ",.

THEOREM 5.3. d m,? is a topological algebra under pointwise multiplica
tion.

Proof. Let u, vEdm,,,,. The Leibniz' formula proves that (Pa,).(uv)<=.
Also

1 -f -;P(y)'Daa(uv)(.;')=cDaa(u)*a(v) where C=V2iL e -2-dy.

Thus

1Ca,).(UV):::;; ~ supfl Dau (.;'-1J) leAm(e-~) la(v) (1J)eAm(~)d1J

:::;; ~ 1Ca,).(U)1CO,l(V)fe().-l)m(1j)d7j

which is finite by choosing I sufficiently large.
In dealing with the analyticity of thE; generalized Fourier-Lapalce

transform, we must put ifJ(x) =¢(x) a. e..

THEOREM 5.4. Let K be a compact interval [-a, aJ. An entire function
F(E;) is the generalized Fourier-Laplace transform of a function itEQ)m.?
if and only if for eack A, oSzO there exists a constant C).,ssuch that

IF(t;+i1J) I :::;;C)..•e(4+') 11j I-Me).

Proof· By theorem 1.4.1 in [lJ, if the above inequality holds,
F={j for somevEQ)m with suppvC[-a,aJ where" is the usual
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Fourier transform. Now putting u(x)=v(if>(x»tfI(x), we have UEQ)eo,t}
and F is the generalized Fourier-Laplace transform of u. The converse
follows from theorem 1. 4. 1 [lJ.

If uEd~,9 we define the generalized Fourier transform ~(u) Ed~'9 by

~u(h) =u(~h), hEd eo,t}.

It follows that the generalized Fourier transform is a continuous auto
morphism of d~'9'

Assume that e-A(X)-7J¢(X) belongs to ceo,if> for all r;. We define spaces
Adeo,if> and Ad~,9 as follows;

Adeo, if>= {uEcooleA(x)u(x) Edeo,if>}

AC~'9= {UEQ)~'9Ie'Hx)u(x) Ed~,9}'

THEOREM 5.5. For uEAdeo,if>' we have

1~.Q(u) (c;, r;) I:::;;C exp A¢*(-r;) for some C.

Proof. Since daJ,q, is an algebra under multiplication e-7J¢(x)u(x) be
longs to deo,t} and so we can consider the generalized Fourier-Laplace
transform of u.

1~.Q(u) (c;, r;) 1= Ife- A(X)+ieq,(X)-7J¢(X)eA(X)u(x)dxl

:::;;fe- A(X)-7J¢(X) leAcx)u(x)eAeo(x) le-AaJ(x)dx

:::;;C expA¢* (-r;).

THEOREM 5.6. For uEAd~,9' we have

1~.Q(u) (c;, 1) I :::;;C exp A,p* (-r;+e) for some e>O.

Proof. 1~.Q(u) (c;, r;) 1= Id''',9<eAcx)U(x), e-Aex)+ieq,<x)-7J¢(x»deo,q,1
:::;; C'P 0, A(e-A(x)+ieq,(x)-7J¢(x)
:::;;C' sup eAeo(x)-A(x)-7J¢Cx)
:::;;C sup e-A(x)-(7J- e)¢(x)

:::;;C exp A¢* (-r;+e) for some e.
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